"I sure enjoy the N.R.C. and it sure has helped me DX wise. I now have about 200 series and about 40 states. I am looking forward to another year's membership in this fine organization."

- Sam Bonar - Box 60 - Foster, Kentucky.

**Talls SOLID IN THE SOUTH**

**NEW MEMBERS**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>City</th>
<th>State</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Marvin Robbins</td>
<td>Harrisburg</td>
<td>PA</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hal Williams</td>
<td>Ely</td>
<td>MN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Harcourt</td>
<td>Cleveland</td>
<td>OH</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ev Johnson</td>
<td>Edwardspirt</td>
<td>IN</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ron Fowler</td>
<td>Sheffield</td>
<td>IL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ernie Nichols</td>
<td>North Bellemor, LI,</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Don Roler</td>
<td>Brooklyn</td>
<td>NY</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**R.F.E. W. A.L.S**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Calls</th>
<th>Location</th>
<th>Date</th>
<th>Time</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>K I X X</td>
<td>Provo, Utah</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>23:30 - 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K X L L</td>
<td>Missoula, Montana</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>23:30 - 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C K S W</td>
<td>Swift Current, Saks.</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>23:30 - 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>W H A R</td>
<td>3400</td>
<td>Harrisburg, W. Va.</td>
<td>23:30 - 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>K T E L</td>
<td>Walla Walla, Wash.</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>23:30 - 3:00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>V C S S</td>
<td>Amsterdam, New York</td>
<td>1400</td>
<td>23:30 - 3:00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The DX Shows of March 16th are written up in this issue on Page 13.

Some of the New York City area boys are writing a card to WJCA-570, asking for a 15 minute standby for the DX from Radio St. Pierre on March 23rd. They are asking for the period 4:15-4:30 a.m. EST. If any others of you think you could hear St. Pierre with WJCA off the air, perhaps you might care to join in with this post card crusade.
Send all items in E.S.T. to Ray B Edge-325, Shirley Ave-Buffalo 15, N.Y.

March 7 1959

DIY DOWN THE DIAL
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580 WRKH Rockwood, Tenn S/on wk-days at 0507 (Wheeler-Erie Penn)
610 WCKR Miami Fla-Hymn music 0530-0600, hrd in NYC area (Lefty-Brooklyn)
630 WIRC Hickory, N C S/on wk-days at 0505 (Wheeler-Penn)
740 WKIS Orlando, Fla is no longer an alighting (Lefty-Brooklyn N Y)
790 WAKY Louisville Ky seems to be alighting SUN AMs only (Lefty)
880 WABN Providence R I Silent SUN AMs ONLY (Lefty-NY)
910 WYAZ Roanoke Va Wk-day S/on is at 0550 (Lefty-NY)
980 WONE Dayton Ohio Wk-day S/on is at 0430 (Lefty-NY)
1050 WSTS Massena N Y S/off for March is 06F (Jacobs-Montreal)
1180 WHAM Rochester N Y Silent on MON AMs only till 0500 S/on (Lefty)
1200 VOAT San Antonio Tex S/on at 0507 0530 SUN AMs (Shetler)
1230 WLEE Easton Penn S/on at 0450 7 days a week (Lefty-NY)
1260 WCRV Johnstown Penn Wk-day S/off is at 0105 (Fowler-Penn)
1320 WILS Lansing, Mich Silent SUN AMs only from 0530-0700 (Lefty)
1330 WWLD New York N Y S/off WED thru SUN AMs is 0345; MON AM at 0300; Silent TUES AMs; (Lefty-NY)
1340 WHOW Washington N.C. No longer AN; Wk-day S/on is 0500 (Lefty)
1350 WGSS Greenwood S C is at 0500 (Frun Nittler-Colorado)
1360 WSAI Cincinnati, Ohio S/off at C100 (Terry-Shetler-Covington Ky)
1380 KCRN Crane Texas F/C on 1ST MON WED at 0200-0215 (Giles-Oklahoma)
1390 WROD Lynchburg Va AN is Silent MON AMs to 0500 S/on (Lefty)
1460 CKSW Swift Current, Sask will DX for NRC MON-Mon 16th from 0330 to 0400; Reports to Will Gilkey, Station Manager. (F Nittler)
1410 WBKN Newton, Miss F/C-TT on 1ST MON from 0200-0215 (Lefty-NY)
1430 WBBR Mt. Clemens Mich week-day S/on is at 0457 (Lefty-NY)
1470 WIBW Indianapolis Ind Week-Day S/on is at 0459 (Lefty-NY)
1440 WVMB Millville, N J - S/on SUN at 0700; Wk-days at 0600 (Lefty)
1450 WBBB Babylon N Y S/on SUN is 0700; Wk-days at 0600 (Lefty)
1450 WLEVerie Penn QUIT ALIGHTING as of 2/23/59 (Lefty)
1480 WCLI Corning N Y F/C-TT is 1ST MON at 0200-0215 (Lefty)
1490 WCTC New Brunswick N J no LONGER ALIGHTING; S/off is 0000 and week-day S/on at 0700 (Lefty)
1500 WMGO Burlington Ga F/C is 3rd SAT at 0200-0215 (Fowler-Penn)
1460 WPNA Phenix City Ala Wk-day S/on is at 0457 (Lefty-NY)
1460 WVBA New Rochelle N Y ex WBBB Started on 2/27/59 and S/on 0600 Wk-days (Lefty)
1470 WSBN Allentown Penn Silent SUN AMs S/on SUN AMs after 0300 (Lefty)
1480 WPOM Pomponio Beach Fla and with ts 2/20-25th, uses carrier-and voice-only; Gives full ID every 1/2 hour (Stone-Ontario)
1490 WBLU Salem Va F/C-WOC on 1ST SUN at 0450-0500 (Lefty)
1490 WJMS Charleston W Va good in NY area 0005-0100 S/off (Lefty)
1500 WMLT Miami Beach Fla is good after 0100 to 0200 MON AMs (Lefty)
1520 WCAB Chattanooga Tenn is AN; Silent MON AMs till 0455 S/on (Lefty)
1530 WCKY Cincinnati Ohio is NEVER Silent (Shetler-Ky) / (Wheeler-Penn)
1570 WFBS Fernandina Beach Fla Mar xed S/on at 0645; S/off 630PM
1580 WQNB Owensville Ind might ET ev week; Hrc at 0030-0045 on 2/20 and 2/27 (Stone-Ontario)
1600 KRFS Superior, Neb hrd S/T-M on 3/2 till 0228, next will ret at Mtg. (Stone-Ontario) / (Ron Fowler)

F/Cs hrd as listed in NRC f/c list; 3rd SAT 960-WJCM; 4th SAT 1580-WJHE

FQ To Stone: QRA William Prater RD #1, Box 101, Jamestown, Tenn.

One sad note; MOU-WBNY Buffalo N Y has started Alighting (Edge)
Bob Forworth - 69 Elm Street - Summit, New Jersey

March 7, 1950

I'm writing this at Ralph Sperry's place on March 1 as we're having another gabin fest. Swell fun but hard on the Monday AM DX, hi. Was out of town on 2/23 so have nothing to report. Otherwise I have been doing some DXing on our week off of school. Heard KAMD KGMO KCHA on r/c on Friday AM 2/27, and a few others. Wonder if WNAK 1240 Stuttgart was on as listed? Heard tone then. Various slow but have one from WLEG-1420 after a two-month wait, for the best of the week. Hope I'll do OK on 4WV, TIAC, CKW and WAW. The alarm had better work, hi! Perhaps we can get some silent time from WMAK-570 for the St. Pierre DX, and if everyone writes WMAA, we can swing it. Tona still on 1490, heard every morning with WFOR and others, terrible on Monday AMs, down to a mere naze sitting otherwise. Another report next week when I can get the type writer again. Have writer's cramp now. 73.

Jim Ernst - 563 Park Avenue - Scotch Plains, New Jersey

An looking forward to a DX gabin fest at Ralph Sperry's place in Connecticut today, so will hand this to Lefty there, and save 4# hi. I went into Lafayette yesterday and obtained parts for my Scott. All in all I bought four electrolytics and a new 2AC, all for the power supply, and which came to $7.35. That plus having my license is driving me broke, hi. Hope to get those parts in next weekend; no time during the week. Borrowed Bob Foxworth's tape recorder last weekend, and believe me, it was a great asset to my DXing. I had to play the tape back as many as 15 times to get the correct IF of a station, but it was worth it. Feb. 25: WYSH-1450 r/c at 5:00-5:13; WISK-530 AN; KBUR-1490 DX poorly, but with aid of tape, did get two IDs, KTOP was coming through, so happy KBUR played hard music. Feb. 25: KPCA-1560 r/c at 5:00-5:15. Feb. 23: Discovered that local WCTO-1450 is no longer AN, so for the first time heard WTPG-1450 in Atlantic City, on its 2:01 s/off; also WAM-740 with BTS. March 1: WSWX-1460, Sylvania, Ga. in very well with its r/c at 5:30-5:45. There was no huss this morning, and hardly any stations on 1490, so it was easy to log #17 on 1490 for me. Verifies: KSL WYCL WJSO WJSB WAKK WCHI WHAP VPUE XEXO. KSL was a nice QSL card; WCHI mentioned that I should hear them again, as they are raw AN, ugh! All of us DXers ought to send WCTO and others like it thank you cards for going off AN sked, hi! There is no station on 1570 in Halifax - that permit for CBR-1530 I spoke to one of the engineers there last summer, and he said they've had it for the past couple of years, and he doesn't think it will materialize. 'Til gab.

Hal Williams - 50 Third Avenue - Seymour, Connecticut

First the veries received as I did not have room to get them in my last report to readers. 2/8 - Three v/1 today but only two count as veries as one from CTNR-730 for his report on 11/10 and another for the NRC/NBK DX 12/6. Nice v/1 WAY-1650 for 11:15 a.m. s/off on 1/24. Other v/1 from KPSF-990 for their recent DX, CTKR-1160 NRC DX, KXY-1470, WHAP-1570 for 2/3 s/off. A swell v/1 KOKX-1510 in reply to my poor report. CE states he was formerly from New York City. Plain card verie KTOP-1490. Letters WHAZ-940, WYCL-1220 for NRC DX, a hand-written letter of just two lines but a real verie, hi. Also very friendly v/1 WYCT-1460 for verie #2,063. Through the kind cooperation of NRCer and NRCer Howard Kemp, Laconia, N.H. I now have a fresh supply of the CBC loop plans and all requests for same will be taken care of including request from Pop Edge which was received 2/23. Due to my being injured in a freak auto accident on 2/11 and because of Hal Wagler's being sick, making the 2/7 DX NEWS a week late, I did not do much DXing. Here it is by dateline: 2/13 - KWU-610 of course was not heard because of VIP but the not needed WYCL was a real powerhouse at 5-7 plus with a good NRC DX. WXPP-1400 Kingsport, Tenn. seems to be AN and very effectively blocked all chances for the KGVL DX as did KEP-1250 block the KFTV DX for NRC. The not needed KBUR-1490 was heard very briefly due to that low tone meaning away and KEMP-1450 was completely blocked by WLEU but not certain if WJUN (needed) was the other station heard. The 1450 DX from WNWY, Beon, Ny. for the NRC, if on, was not heard because of WSAR being all over the dial here. WXPP-1450 Hendersonville, N.C. is announcing "now 24 hours a day" heard over and through WLEU. WBNR-1460 Big Rapids, Mich. heard on r/c hi but not needed. That constitutes my very limited DX loggings. Now have a total of 2,283 reports sent with 2,063 CBC veries for ten years and nearly two months of DXing. This report will be given to Lefty Cooper in person at the DX gaf fest Sunday afternoon at the home of NRCer and NRCer Ralph Sperry in Southport, Conn. I'll be late because of having to work Sunday from 5:00 a.m. to 2:00 p.m. Till next week, 73.
This is my first report to the "Musings of the Hambers" since I joined the NRC. I hope I will give and receive information and tips while I am a member of this great Club. I have been DXing now for over two years and know I will still be doing so for many years to come. I am 15 years old, a soph in High School. I have belonged to the DXRC ever since it began. At my receiving post I will have an SK-71 very shortly and have a 75' straight wire as antenna. I have received 27 states, three provinces, five countries, and have a total of 324 EC5 stations. As of now I have 17 states verified and four countries with a few reports out to Cuban stations. I have all frequencies logged except for 540 which I just can't seem to get. Well, that's enough of that for now. Now for the stations I've gotten lately: WTYA-1250, WCHX-1360, WXDE-1380, WCKL-1090, WGBC-690, WGBG-770, WJIX-850, WQAM-530, CKYX-550, CIKX-780, CKST-1230, CWCD-750, WWSO-1460, WUTC-930, WBHS-1360, WMTV-830, WJWJ-1540, WABP NRC DX 1320, WTRK-1310, WFWG 1460, WBRS-810, KEER NRC DX 1490, WLSA-1420, WOCO-830, WLET-1420, WIL-1430, WCLA-1470 VOND-1400 and WBRL-1420.

I hope to have more to report in future DX News. I hope to hear from some of the NRC members on how the Cub is run and some of the things I don't know too much about. Till next report, best of DX to all and 73a.

Bob Kaisch - 2214 Avenue T - Brooklyn 23, New York

I've just joined the NRC and would like to give some info on myself. I am 14, a soph at James Madison High. I use a Hallicrafter SK-99, which I've had since December 25. In this time, I've logged 435 stations. Monday, 2/23, hit jackpot - KENO-1460 2:00 a.m.; 11:50 a.m. KTOE-1420 s/off. 1:15 a.m., CHAB-500. 1:30, KEQA-1440 r/c-test, off. 1:55, KTUL-1450. 2:20 a.m., KILL-850. S meter read 11 db over S-9. At 2:58 a.m., got first Washington State Station, KKNY-820 s/off, clear as a bell. At 3:06, I picked up KONO-860 for the fourth time, but I got info and sent in a report. At 3:50, I got WISK-530 testing, S meter read 15 db over S9. At 4:05, picked up KBUR-1490 on NRC Test, over tone which was pretty bad. They must have used cycle tone. Some other hits of past two months are KABG-790 2/1, s/off 4:00 a.m.; KMEV-390 2/1 @ 2:30 a.m.; 2/20, got KTHS over WBAL, 6:35 p.m. Another Arkansas find was KGLN-910 2/7 @ 8:00 a.m. Picked up KWM-990, third Saturday test 2/21, 2:30 a.m. 2/9, picked up KORY like local-1550. Also picked up and verified KIPI (eight times). Think I got KTGO-1550, sent report in, here's hoping. 2/9 got KLAK, KQST, KCRC, KLHY, WAXJ, 1600. Varies in during week, cards, WBAM WKBW WHER KOA CKIK WKBV WJAI WIRE WNOE CKCK CKRC WOBF WKBAP.

Letters, KABO KFI WCKF KNX KSF VTOX KLAX KXEL WILS WXYM WIMA VP4RD ZI5S WHER. Mail just arrived bringing eagerly awaited KRC and KSL, QSL. 73s.

Jim Vincs - Box 63 - Edwardsport, Indiana

I had a copy of DX News (August 15, 1958 issue) sent to me and I never thought much about it, but last week my uncle gave me a large receiver. Since that time that magazine has been handy several times. In some of those hard to understand cases it has helped clear up the problem. I have as of Feb. 2nd logged 208 stations in 36 states, including KFAR-580 in Alaska. Most of these were with my U50. Enclosed is a money order for $4.00. If that isn't enough just tell me and you'll have the rest by return mail. 73s. (Forwarded by Hal Wagner).

Terry Shetler - 114 Sunset Place - Winston Park - Covington, Kentucky

Since joining the NRC a month ago, DXing has been very good. My best catch has been WGEA in Atlanta, Ga. I also heard KVIA, Richmond, Va. on 1140 on 2/21 at 1:30. I thought I was coming up with a good one but I lost the station. I think it was a station in Tampa, Fla. but I guess I'll never know. I still have 19 veries that haven't come back yet. Anyone wanting to sell a Hallicrafter receiver please drop me a card, Best DXing to everyone!

WISH TO EXTEND A HEARTY WELCOME TO THE THREE NEW MEMBERS ABOVE. THANKS A LOT, BOYS, AND WE HOPE YOU'LL ALL SEND IN REGULAR REPORTS TO "DX NEWS." GOOD DXING TO YOU!

Frank S. Johnson - 105 Pleasant Street - Concord, New Hampshire

Another report is off to KESI-1470 with an IX5, thanks to Jim Ernst's v/s in the International DX Digest. It's hard to send a detailed report to them as no selections were IDed. All native music two DXs in a row. I was surprised to log KBUR-dx after 4 a.m. I woke at 4:10 and they were weak but clearly heard. I had been up 2-3:30. Heard WLCX-1490 s/off at 2:20, then shifted to KESI-1470. I don't wish to stick my neck out too far but I am wondering if a DX could be arranged from WKGE-1490 and WIFM-1540 on a Monday. Someone mentioned some time ago that their stationery had beautiful letterheads. Tried for WAVE-1440 Sunday at 7 but too much interference from WBAB I believe.
Greetings to all N0X members. I hope that everyone is well. The last week has been one of the best for DX that I have seen in a long time. The new stations added to the log total 26. Monday the 23rd was the best with 15 new stations being added on this date. Here is my DX by detatched All stations were heard on RS. 2/13-- CLK-1380

Kingston, Ont. heard at 11:00 p.m. 2/15-- CICW-910 Santa Clara, Cuba heard at 8:00 p.m.

Sydney-620, Cali, Colombia heard at 8:30 p.m. for my first station in Colombia. 2/19-- WMLX-1400 heard at 4:55 p.m. 

WSOO-1800 Bennettsville, S.C. heard at 5:30 p.m. 2/20-- WFLX-730 heard at 6:00 p.m. WLL-730 Lenoir City, Tenn. heard at 6:05, WBEA-910 York, Pa. heard at 5:10 p.m. 2/21-- WMLX-500 Reading, Pa. heard at 5:25 p.m. HJDK-770 Medellin, Colombia heard at 11:17 p.m. 2/22-- KOA-650 Denver, Col. heard at 12:20 a.m. for a new state. CKSO-790 Sudbury, Ont. heard at 1:10 a.m. 2/23-- WHEN-620, Syracuse, N.Y. heard at 12:05 p.m. CKRC-630 Winnipeg, Man. heard at 12:25 for new Canadian Province.

KOMA-1320, Oklahoma City, Okla. heard at 12:45 a.m. WJFR-200 Milwaukee, Wis. heard at 12:59. KNX-1070 Los Angeles Cal. heard at 1:15 a.m. KSTP-1500 St. Paul, Minn. heard at 1:27. XERF-1090 Rosarita, Mexico heard at 2 a.m. in English. WJET-1400 Erie, Pa. heard at 2:20, WISX-630 St. Paul, Minn. heard at 3:13 a.m. WSAR-1480 Fall River, Mass. at 3:17. WBLE-1450 Erie, Pa. heard at 5:30. CKFM-960, Calgary, Alta. heard at 4:25 for another new Province. CCKX-620, Regina, Sask. heard at 4:30 for still another new Province. WONE-900 heard at 4:45 a.m. WILK-1270 heard at 5:45 p.m. I did not have much luck with the DXes. The only one heard was WAMF which was not needed. A number of verifications have come in. These are from WDTN WGEF WESL WSTA WHP WIF WAVE WTR WREX WREX KFI WFB WBF WBA. Reports are out to WVL WFCR, Radio Trinidad, WJUL WAGS WCAO_WDA WBA WYCOM YJD WMTF WHEC WESB KOA WAMP--dx WALA. Well, I guess I'll say 73s and the best of DX to everyone.

Larry Bodkin - 3808 Bonham Street - Amarillo, Texas

Not too much DX to report this week. A few good catches were heard, however. On 2/9 on 780 kc/s at 6:20 I found OKA-4X in Lima, Peru for first positive ID on a station from this country. Also found CEE 1550 in clear at 6:10. The NNRC DX from WMTW in with a 5-9 signal on 2/15 on 730 at 5:04. For the first time I found XESM off the air on 2/15 and logged OKA-4X in Lima, Peru, 1470, listed in WRN as 300 watts, at 5:00 s/on, I sure hope they verify! On 2/15 the KERK DX; CJDU DX, and KOFR DX came through easily. Also heard a faint signal on 790 that John C. says is WEAM, so my first report (tentative) off to Rhode Island. Oops, also found CEE on 690 on 2/15 at 5:09 s/off. 2/19-- Brought very unusual DX, with CJG-1250, Lethbridge, Alta. in here with plus 18 DB on 5-9 signal; similar readings on other Canadians. Was amazed to hear CICL-730, Vancouver, B.C. on top of CKGU, Dauphin, Man. at around 2130. Only slight buzz on 1270, but keep hoping for KBFY one of these days. Veris are very slow, with only one in this week as CJME-1460 for their DX. Shipped out 24 reports on 2/19, most of which were late because of a shortage of tape rolls in Amarillo. I'm still trying to locate my mystery station on 2/13 on 1570 kc/s, taped from 4:30-5:26, but heard faintly for about 30 minutes, with KBEF off the air. I thought I could have been an emergency broadcast, but could it have been a new station in Pointe Claire, Quebec, listed as having a CP on 1570 kc/s. in new Jones Log. I certainly would appreciate receiving a post card from anyone who might be able to help me out on this one. Well, that's about it for this week. Oh yes, KLKN on 940 kc/s, in Amarillo just changed call to KIYZ on 2/17. 73s to all.

John R. Rose - Box 192 - Ventura, California

I'm in construction work which takes me away from home quite often. I'm now working in Ventura, so here is an address change. Will be here until summer when I return home to Santa Ana. 73s.
March 7, 1959
Ev Johnson - 304 15th Street - Mankato, Illinois

DX not too good around here as only one of the Dxes set for 2/23 was heard. That was KEUR needed, but did hear WAMP. The AN situation is a mess here. DX since the 1st, static very bad. Did hear W2BA-1470 Claxton, Ga., on ETS, WXW-1470 r/c, KDSX AN 950, and KLZC-1280 AN. 2/19 brought me the r/c of WVD-1280. 22nd, only one new one, KTOE 1420 Mankato, Minn. 3s and s/off 120. Others heard but not needed were KSHY-AN 990, KMET-1550 off at 2200, WZOD-1280 AN, KATZ-1330 on till 2:00, SS 1690 behind WAKR, no KAIN. 2/23- KTWS covered by VIP. KTUR-1490 DX OK but KEWA was on during DX with test, 1,2,3,4 from Alexandria, Minn., r/c. All I could hear on 1250 was WEIP AN. 1400 had WJET and another so no KGVV. CFAA 960 said AN, WJ50-1690 Jonesboro, Tenn. strong signal at 6:30 p.m. 2/24- WDAT-1390 r/c, WKYV-1270 test at 2:30-2:40. WGES-1390 off at 3. KUSN-1270 ET/M, 3:00. KHRG-740 ET 3:15. CJVJ-900 AN. WTOB 1330 AN. 2/25- WVDW-1260 AN. KFWC-1230 r/c-TT, no voice. KTJS-1420 test 1 kv, XR 12:01 till after 3:00. WVLK DX impossible, all WOW. KXVL-1250 r/c. WSAR-1480 AN. While trying for KBLR 730 r/c Radio Trinidad came in very strong. Could read every word; not needed, so try at 4 EST, fellows. Few veres here since last report are from ZNS-1540 on SS of 1/29, 11:30 p.m. till midnight on top of KXEL. East signals very good that morn or evening. WFDW-dx WHEW-1410 KYSN-1460 from 12/10 report, KTW-920 test verie, said only on three minutes, and WDEW-1260 total now 3,114. All for this time and best DX to all. 73s.

Andrew Thusing - 3373 Sunset Avenue - Meriden, Illinois

Hi everybody. DX here has been very good. I haven't listened too much but when I did they were really coming. Well, here they are. 2/3- KIA 950, KVEG 1590, KXSL 1360, KRES 1550. 2/3- KLSF-910, WDDL 1600, WBNJ 930 s/off 1:00. 2/7- CKSL 1290. 2/8- CEF 890, WSLI 930 12:30 a.m. s/off. 2/9- WPBC 1370. 2/10- WLOF 950 S-7 Q-4 hero. 2/13- WBNJ 1410, WBNM 1350, KIEX 1590. 2/14- KICA 940, WICT 1400, WAXQ 1380, KBLY 1340, WAML 910, WLET 1420, WFLB 1390, WIDR 1260, WSMH 1470, WBOF 1440, WSPD 500, CKOS 820, WPAS 860, KNUZ 1360, WCUS 1300, WBAK 1300 1:00-12:30 r/c, second Saturday. It took me till the 15th to catch up on all heard 2/14. On 2/15 WFWX 730 NMRG DX, WBA 1600, KMOD 1570. 2/17 was a good one between 7:00-11:15 p.m. These were heard: KXRS 1300, KEMD 1440, WAPX 1300, WARG 960, WSLI 930, WJEF 1300, Key West, Fla. was a welcome visitor, WJBO 1150, and WCRX 510. 2/18 was surprised to hear KCRB 1120 over WIZX at 6:40-6:55 p.m., KTOC 1050, 2/20 brought KAME 590, KVEG 1590, WTSL 1350. 2/22- WSIX 930, WTXF 690, WSLI 930, KXSL 1590, KVFR 1520. Couldnt stay for DXes because at 2:00 a.m. my mother came running up the stairs and not very nicely told me to turn the radio off and go to bed, hi. With 54 reports out for February, only six so far have replied. 16 veres altogether have come in. KMET on f/up, KLKK, CHAB on f/up, KCA, WQOD on f/up, KAM KXSC WDRX KFOT FLOD WSLI WSLI KMMI WIMI on f/up. NRC member Phil Robbins and v/s for KUNY wanted me to join the NRC, hi. Hope at least 80% of above verify. 73 and good DX to all.

Dale Pearson - 3337 33rd Street - Paline, Illinois

WDSK WAZK KTOO and WHBO are the veres lately. DX by detoline: 2/9- KRES-1550, WGES-1390, who is WGES so hard to get Southwest of Chicago? 2/10- KOKY-1440, WREL-1270, WLOK-1450, KJFX-950, WGM-790, WCGH-1160, WGBJ-970, KENT-1550, CBW-990. 2/12- WFLR-1570 under local KFIA. 2/14- WSJ, 1,000 watts, Lithonia, Ill. dormstate, under KFIA, 50,000 watts, 100 plus miles away. KJFX-1570, WGBA-1530, KBEA-1580, KMCB-1650. 2/17- WBB-1550, WYZS-1390. Anybody out there in the Club have an SX-99? I have been thinking about getting one but I would like to know what anyone else thinks about them. Thanks to Leon Neblock for tip, although I overslept. My mistake on my "Musing" in Feb. 7 issue. The only stations that are supposed to be on 1250 are WDSU KFAC WREN, not KGHO CFOR WYDE CEF WP. 73s.

Phil Jacobs - 6007 Macdonald Avenue - Montreal, Quebec

DXing has been real good here. 1/31, WBB-1350 at 5:10 p.m., WLVW-1440 at 5:12 p.m., both signing off. 2/2- KFNE-920 heard exactly at 3:33 a.m.; WPS-837 from 3:53 to 4:04, WBMN 790 at 4:07; W4VL-910 at 4:18; WELY-1300 at 4:30, WNOE-1230 at 5:00, WLOM-1380 at 5:11, WRED-1410 at 5:35. 2/7- WLOD 1390 at 2:30 a.m. 2/9- WOPA-1490 at 3 a.m. s/off; WBOB-1240 at 3:07; WIND-1240 at 4:18, CJOH-1290 at 10:30 p.m. 2/13- KSTP-1560 at 5:39 a.m. 2/15- WP1-1490 on r/c. WLOM-1270 at 4:50 a.m. s/off; WAIK-1350 at 5:00 a.m. s/off. Veres were also good. WP49D, WVEG, KFKT-dx, WOCO, WAPS, WTVT, CJOH (two days), CTR WPJU WAB and a PP card from WEVD. Verie #600 was a local, CJOH, hi. 73s.

LET'S KEEP THESE REPORTS COMING IN REGULARLY, GANG, AND KEEP "DX NEWS" TOPS IN DX!
Since many of you seem to be bothered by interference from strong, near-by stations, you should investigate the possibility of building a set of wave traps, like I use. Without the wave trap, W1N comes in about 25 db. With the wave trap, it can be peaked to 40 db. and tuned out to 5 or 3-3, or even zero, although it is still audible. It can increase selectivity because it tunes sharply, peaking one channel without stepping up the adjacent channels too much. I use one wave trap to tune out the station causing interference, and one too far in the desired station. If enough are interested, I can have circuit diagram and building plans mimeographed. Please include a self-addressed stamped envelope.

Singal noticed on 595 2/21, with uninterrupted instrumental music. I don’t think it was harmonic as I tried all the strong stations, and none of them coincided. Would have gotten ID, but W1N carrier came on and his wiped out signal. On 2/21 WD4K-540, KM4C-570, WTE-1:00, WA0X-1380, KELP-520, WMF-960, WINA-1560, with 250 watts from Bayamon, Puerto Rico which IDs as “Radio America” with time checks and goes every half hour. Good signals and in the clear. What does “semi-local” mean in referring to stations? 73’s.

Vane A. Jones - 3749 North Keystone Avenue - Indianapolis 12, Indiana

Guess I’d better report before I am counted among the missing. Got so lazy this winter that I have not done much AM DXing, but I have this lugged anew with my Automatic DXer. For $23 I got a time clock that can be set for as many 16 minutes as the tape recorder will take (seven with an 1800 foot reel). It has plugs for receiver and tape recorder, so I set it and sleep, then the first chance I get, I play it back. Here’s that for lazy? I’ll give you a complete report by date: 2/10- Finally logged H13T at 10 p.m. on 520 kc/s. 2/15- 3:00 WEFM-730 DX program. 2/15- 4:55, WP4ED-730 s/on with religious program. 2/16- 3:30 K7XO-1490 TT. 2:00 K7OP-1490 AN. 4:20, W8IP-1490 TT, then s/on at 5:23. 5:23, W8IP-1490 s/on. 2/17- Forgot to turn tape recorder to “record” so a big blank! 2/18- 1:30, WEFM-1470 s/o to return at 6:00. 11:30, X7B-1470 AN. 3:59, WAAC-1470 TT with band music, asked for reports. 6:40, mystery with country and western music, 1470. 5:28, WBCA-1470 s/on. 2/19- 1:30, 5900-1280 WJ, s/o at 5:00. 2:58, KF3C-1220 TT to 3:10 with announcement. 2/20- AN CKW-900, thought maybe something would crop up but no luck, just CKW. 11:30 p.m., HJWQ-1020 over and under K7XO. HJWQ-1030 over and under WBC, 2/21- 2:00 WLBK-1430 s/off. X7B-1420 2:03 s/off. AN WHJ faded in and out with RS all night. 4:43, W8IP TT, s/off at 4:58. 5:31, W9LBT s/on. Tried a little sunset DX and came up with a whole raft of stations. 6:30 p.m., WAMY-1580, K7UP-1580, W75A-1580, W7K5A-1580, 5:42- W7LD-1600, 6:43, K9PA-1580, 6:45 WLAU-1580, 6:48 K9DEP-1580, 7 p.m., WAPK-1600, K9UL-1540, 7:07, W0J1-1590 (seems like they get extra 20 minutes after sunset? I noticed this before)! 7:05, KVGS-1580, K9OP-1580, K9UL-1580, 7:15, Z9N-1540, first time logged after 25 years of trying! 7:23- KGBG-1540 behind Z9S. 7:35, K9UL-1580. 10:30 p.m., W9CT-930 s/off. Sunday 2/22, 3:00 WES-839 s/off. 3:05, WGED-1390 AN RS. That’s about here, haven’t played back 1400 kc/s. tape for 2/23 AM yet. 73’s.

Francis H. Mittler - 3305 South Lincoln-Street - Denver, Colorado

I tried for the DX on 2/22 from KANN-1590 per tip card from Marv Robbins but didn’t hear them. Listened over for an hour but gave up too soon, as Maurice heard them later. While trying for KANN though, added KLET-1580 on ET so morning wasn’t wasted. Monday 2/23 I was really looking forward to some good DX as I didn’t have to work Monday because of the holiday and DX were poor and didn’t hear much. First of the DXes KVJU was heard easily with a nice program and a welcome catch but not very strong for as close as they are. KVJU not heard on 1430 although needed. Heard just KETO first 15 minutes and K9WA f/c after that so wonder if they were on. KEEP heard with good signal bothered slightly first half by f/c from KANT but this one not needed. KNUN-DX also not needed on 2460 and heard poorly with KTOP on top and K9DA also on f/c WAMP not heard with WILS on their AN show in the clear on 1320. Two other new catches for the morning were K9BO-910 El Cajon, Calif. on RS at 2:00 fighting it out with only X30 to s/off at 3:00 and then an ET in the clear after that. Also added K7KQ-1340, Iwami, Arizona with s/off at 2:07 just after K7EN had just left the air. Evening of 2/23 K1EF was off up to 2:15 so sent a report to KGE-1570 which was fighting it out with GBUS for the top spot. No other listening the rest of the week. Verses slowing down with only three this week, from W9DO-990, KID-DX-580, KLET-1580, all letters. Had hoped to make 1,500 by the end of February and with one day to go need two, so I’m hoping. 73’s.
It was a rare pleasure attending Ralph Sperry's DXers' get-together, March 1. More dial thrillers attended it than any previous "Junior Convention." The Sperrys' hospitality was wonderful! New additions to my heard log are: WNIL 1390, Miles, Mich., caught with its monthly test 2/21 @ 2:15; they verified immediately. WHME 1290 Richmond, Va., boomed in with their monthly test, 2/24 @ 3:00 a.m., and 4W 1320 heard DXing 3/2; come through with a fair signal. KUCA 1390 Silcox Springs, Ark., expressed amazement that I sometimes can hear them Sunday mornings, till a little after 7 a.m. No other verities came in the past week.

Anthony Legatutia Jr. - 371 Eighth Avenue, New York, N.Y.

Greetings to all. Yesterday, March 1, I had a great time at our DX Convention at Ralph Sperry's home in Southport, Conn. It was a pleasure to renew acquaintances with Richard Morris, Lefty Cooper, Bernie Duffy, Bob Foxworth, Jim Purn, Ken Murphy, Hal Williams, Eric Polke, and to meet for the first time Ralph Sperry, also Mike Probstein and Virginia Schles of the NERR. Ralph and his family were really nice to all of us and I enjoyed every minute of this wonderful get-together. I am indebted especially to Lefty who drove me from my home to Connecticut and back. It is just great to be a member of the NERR, and I think the NERRers are the nicest bunch of fellows one could ever meet. As to DX, one new station was logged this past week, WVOX 1450 in New Rochelle, N.Y. in the daytime. The former calls for them were WGMN, WNER and WRES. WGR was well before my time. I verified the others so far, making a grand total of six "dead calls" verified. From the latest S.R.D.S., the owner of WHER-1290 is Alfred Dresner, 66 Court Street, Brooklyn, N.Y., and of WH merchandise., Norman J. Bernstein, P.O. Box 375, Westport, Conn. Someone has applied for 1220 kilocycles, 250 watts daytime at Hardman, Conn. As today is Monday, it is 1330 Night for me. Probably long-wanted CBW WICU WERS and WCBP will finally make it to my antenna this evening. Here's hoping anyway. Received log is now at 479 and the verities are at 310 as of 3/2/59. Still need 21 more to make 500 by April. Hope to report some DX next week, hi. Best wishes, 75s.

Stan Mette - R. R. 3 - Bradfield, Massachusetts.

2/20- WQON 740 to 2:32 c/off. WCAP 980 carrier at 2:35. WEMA 1600 Bayamon, P.R. now ON. WQON acknowledging letters on AN show "We've just heard from Maryland for the first time. Of course we've been heard in Maryland before but only by a DX listener." WCR 1540 AN show 3 a.m. WAFU 1450 AN heard 3:23. Put in a session in PM with the directional antenna, evidently got it going right. WRES 1460 through WQAP weakly; got rid of WQAB pretty well, 4:45 p.m. Then thought I'd try WQIP but couldn't ID anything for sure but WQPO, Two under one with "Communicate" show, another R & R, also a possible on WMRC under WAF for first time. Heard ID and hope the two titles picked out of WAF'sbreathers were right. Veris, WDFL, 2/22- Tester under KZTF 1500, but ID not positive, playing "Dixie" and "Around the World in 80 Days." Call sounded like KLA, not sure. WESN 1530 DX on 2:32 a.m. and 3 when WAKR had MX. WNN 920 AN, seems to be Sunday ANs only. Tester on 1250 at 3 under WEAP. Started to do some twilight 3:45 p.m. DX with loop but for third time a car hit our utility pole and I had to help the gory group of teen-agers - 60 m.p.h. on a 1/2 mile country road! 2/23- KDNT 1440 Denton, Tex. to 1:30 on ET. WPOY 1470 Pomo Beach Fla. ET 1:35 a.m. WPRE 1600 test 1:35. WDUB 1360 FT 2:45 a.m. WAMP DX 1320 easy, 3/05. WERK 1290 AN this AM so evidently seven days a week. WCKY off 3:34 a.m.; someone there, KFBR? But WCKY carrier back before ID. WQCD 1250 Harrisburg, Pa. FT 3:43. KBUR DX tough here with CQX and our unknown friend, also female vocalist, KIPA? WQEB 1460 4:30. WQSM 1460 s/on at 4:34 Monday AN. WQON 980 now s/on 4:30 a.m. WQCK at 4:45. Veris, NUDY, Kingston 720, and CMV-830 for separate programming during Revolution. Sked, 5:00 midnight, and use 2 kw. 2/25- Trinidad 730 at 4:15 with Sports broadcast. WQFX 1590 4:35. KPCA 1590 r/c for a now one, 5 a.m. WQAI 1350 topping frequency 5:00 a.m., and KCLN 910 ditto at 3:05.


Heard since last time are: WCRM 1480 at 7:15 a.m., KZET 1590 at 4:07, WQON 1460 at 4:30 a.m. WJET 1400 at 3:40, WILA 1590 7:40 p.m. testing, WSBN 1470 at 9:25, WIL-1450 at 4:45 a.m., KZT 1360 at 5:00 a.m. WIL 1360 at 7:16 a.m. Latest verities are: WPAI 540 WQON 980 WQMC 1540 WQON 990 WOBZ 1560 WSSK 530. Still have a lot out yet. This is all for now. I got my papers from Popular Electronics, so I wrote Tom and asked him if it was for NAC too. 73.

PLEASE BE SURE TO SPECIFY THAT YOU ARE AN N.R.C. MEMBER ON EACH OF YOUR DX REPORTS.
DX this last week has been at a standstill with only six stations, all being on 2/23, Monday. Stations as follows: KTEB San Antonio, Tex. RS 12:30-1:00 using 5 kw. XR; WPB Miami, Fla., 610; KFSD San Diego, Cal. 600 kw; s/off 3:00, WAMP Pittsburgh, Pa., Special program 4:22-4:45. I must say WAMP was coming in poorly with S 2-3 and fading out at times. WCCO Meridian Miss. 6:30 a.m., 910 kw. Stations have been coming in better than usual being 2/15 WPJR, 2/15 WBOX WEAJ WAVE. 2/18 - WTMK KIOA WYLD WVOD WCRG KATE VIVB, 2/20 - WHEY 2/21 WAPG KCPA XXGO WBJY, 2/22 - WEKQ WEDR, bringing total varies to 276. I received a nice letter from Willis Lewis in Nashville. If anybody needs any help on some of the Florida stations, send me a letter and I'll see what I can do. I will trade lists of stations on VHF and S/off of Florida stations to whomever wants a list of them, but in return would like a list of the stations in their districts on s/off and s/off. Thanks, 73s.

Den Phillips - 445 Eagle Bend Road - Clinton, Tennessee

Nineteen new stations logged since last report with six vies. DX by date: Feb. 20, Friday, WOHS-30 Shelby N.C. 7:29 RS, WAVM 730 Warren ton Mo. RS 6:39 p.m. Feb. 21 - WNKX-570 s/off 1:02. WGGI 910 s/off 1:06, WQAM 950 r/c, KNRT-1460 heard testing under unid station with music, with good signal here, any help? Also if anyone heard KNNY on Feb. 14, Saturday, from 4:05-4:14 a.m. please let me know with a post card or something. Thanks! KVEN 990 Memphis with test on third Saturday, GFA 990 Minneapolis at 2:07. UNID on 1150 at 2:24 s/off using WST, sounded like NOA but surely not they, could it have been KQYL, I believe it is, with r/c then? Also heard this date were WWHO 1350 Church Hill, missed their DX and r/c then and when I'm trying to take a log, on WCLS Jamestown, here they come in. WNOX 900 Mobile, Ala. s/off at 5:45. I've been trying to see what it was for a long time. Call letters sounded like WAOX before.

Feb. 22, Sunday, TARK 1590 test heard here bareily, Ided it onco when VAXR had a short silent period, three seconds. VP4D 730 s/off 4, WBRD 910 and WAMH 900 r/c, WDEX 1260 s/off 6:45 p.m. Feb. 23 - WISK 530 3:30 AM, WEBF 1400 4:30 r/c, KEBF 1490 DX, heard s/off at 4:31 a.m. No luck VNFY. Report sent to WAMP. WKCQ 890 RS on 2/24 at 7:15 over WIS, WOAY 530 s/off between 7:17 and 7:20. Another bunch of daytimers under W3B and WQL. Verries include KBCS 730, WJQ 730, WODK 1440 on WLM stationary, also use same theme song, WAPI 1070, KLIC 1250, and WIFK 900 saying freak reception to hear them in my location. This has been 730 kw/mo., KEXC WFBM VSBS KITK VP4RD all logged here this month on frequency. That's all the DX here. 73s.

Jim Crichfield - 1119 West Arbor Drivo - San Diego 3, California.

The past weekend was the best of the season for reception of DX Special programs. Thanks to the post card from Marvin Robbins 1390 KANN, Sinton, Tex. was heard quite clearly, after KEOO Radio Bandi signed off at 4:17. 1410 KTFW signed off at 4:44 after a long test. 590 KFAX seemed to be AM, while 1290 KITQ was off. KTVG was on Monday AM and KITQ on AM. 1320 WAMP came in very well with a good program after KUBV went off at 3:02, ahead of KSWA. Off at 3. 610 KVIV was of course on S-9 with tone and music. 800 KNYT was on its listed f/c. 1260 KFTV was not heard, with KTV on S-5. 1400 KKBQ, Las Vegas Ided at 3:59 and 4, replacing KBEJ on that frequency. KVVU was on listed r/c, and mentioned KBBQ putting in a strong signal there. KBRQ's 00 shut out KVGV here. 1450 KBBQ had interference from KAMT who said r/c, 4-4:15, and then KITQ on r/c, 4:15 to 4:30, but KTVQ stayed on until 4:30, so in clear 4:30 to 4:33 here. How about keeping that 1400 man in Brooklyn? Badly 0Mxed KEBQ here. KBBQ was louder, with ID at 4:19:39, but three IDs by KEJR were heard. KTOP not heard, or at least not Ided. 1480 KBBQ ruled 1430, so no KNNY here. 1430 KIST testing, and KDUB AM so no KBQ heard. 1230 KBBQ was not on listed f/c; KBQR with another stay awake contestant, so no KIFW. 1330 WKNM on at 4:59, but WAMP on top yet. All the above on SK-43; no signal meter for SX-62A yet. Verries are in from 930 WRFH, 1420 KALC and 1400 KBBQ. KALC said: "In the future we may perhaps institute a regular program for DX fans." In reply I suggested Monday afternoon, 4:30 EST, but warned of KDUB. I hope future Monday mornings are as fruitful for all DXers. 73s.

John Callahan - 300 West 6 Street - Hereford, Texas.

Dateline Hereford: 2/23: Just four of seven DXers heard this AM, the two most expected, KVGL-1400 and KTVQ-1260 unheard, along with WKNY-1460. KVIV about even with KJLT and third unID on 310:20:00, WAMF-1320 checked and barely audible on DA, came back and found about even with WILS 4:30-5:00. Too much KEBQ for KVGL on 1400. (cont'd p.11)
(John Callahan, cont'd from P. 10) and WNA taken during 3:45-4:00 r/c, 4:00-4:30 shifted back and forth between KEF-1450 and KEUR-1490. KAWT dominated 1450 on 5/c to 4:13, then KEFF atop. KEUR heard through KTOP and ever-present tons. Then KTOP s/off for half-hour stand-by at 4:30! But nothing heard but that tons. SS on 840 heard for first time from 5:02, closing s/on announcement, missed ID, but between each record said "Radio Roberto" (or Roberto) and gave time in EST. Shifted back and forth between 840 and 895, hoping to get full s/on announcement on 895 as CO on as early as 5:00, but missed s/on. Weird music, Japanese in style, but sung in Spanish, soft announcer in Spanish with infrequent slogan gives "La hora exacta en Radio El Sol" as one hour ahead of EST - summer time? When logged 2/14, male mention of Lima and other Peruvian cities. Was trying to decipher either "Radio El Condor" or "Radio El Robla" out of ID, but couldn't do it, hi! WTOD-1560 s/on 6:09, may have been a little late, as announcer was a bit confused about the time. 2/24: Noted in passing, WHOY-1500 s/on 7:00, barely through KOMA. Afternoon, KEST-1520 topped KOMA for fine log 6:42-7:00 p.m. s/off for nice catch. Varies since last report a little better with KMAE-1350, KREG-770 (said may test on Monday AM when 5 kw. XR comes into existence). They test "every week or two, generally a Friday or Saturday night." WPEC-1220 WNO DX, XMW-900, five months, no f/up; KBS-730, KXK-1460-dx, and KLY-940 on last day of broadcast, now KHZ. Note KIMO has changed calls to KANS; must get f/up to these, and also to KLEO for old KANS report. Why a Missouri station would use KANS call is beyond me! 2/25, phone call from Godwin that SS topping WHO-1040 brought ID "Radio Centro Musical de Guatemala," TGZ, from 1050. 73.

Len Kruse - 516 Euclid Street - Dubuque, Iowa

My latest DX loggings included Station WGES-1570 Millen, Ga., with its r/c third Wednesday from 3:10-3:30 a.m., with the usual heavy QRM from KEFF - this was on 2/18. Then on Sunday 2/22, I heard the RS from Station KOMO-1370 Austin, Tex., from 7:00-7:35 a.m., for a new one. The DX on 2/23 from XWNU-C10 Logan, Utah, was heard with difficulty, as AMs WIP and KILT gave them trouble, but sufficient to warrant a verification, I believe. Latest verifications received were letters from WXLI UNPV CXLG, and a notation on my own report from KYD. The best chance for one to log CHG-780, North Vancouver, B.C., is on Monday AM from 3-4 a.m. EST, as they are in the clear during this hour each week. According to their verification, they are now using 10 kw. power.

Richard Morris - 213 Virginia Avenue - Bridgeport 10, Connecticut

DX here, can't complain. Few catches are: 2/14: WEC-5-9 on their ET DX, and KNY 1460 on an ET. 2/15: WFLN 730 on their ET DX and CIC 770 RS at 6:34, and tentatively WCRA 920 s/on at 6:45 - not sure it was they though. 2/15, Hl. C. Territo and I were in N.Y.C. and we got into the Ed Sullivan show. We had no tickets but a few people didn't show up and there were a few vacant seats so they let 20 people from the non-ticket line in and we were two of the lucky ones. couldn't never been in the audience of a TV show before. Quite an experience. The thing that brought this into the conversation is that I didn't get home until late that night and only just got up for about a half hour, but did log three new ones: KTIO 5-9 on their DX, WJBS 1490 testing, and WBOV 1240 AM; Also logged in the PM was WCYE 990 at 5:55. 2/19- Awoke to the tone of WDAR f/c-TT on 1350 at 4:50; next finally logged WWRD 1280 now s/on at 5:03, then caught long-sought WOL 1450 to complete D.C. for me, and lastly thanks to Warren Routary's tip caught WBBN 1600 s/on at 6 over everything else for about five minutes. 2/20 - In N.Y.C. again with Charles. We went to see Anthony Lagutta and had a great time there. A real beauty of a receiver he has there too. Nice antenna system also. Thanks, Anthony. Later went to the Empire State Building. 2/23 - Walk at Anthony's on 2/22 had laryngitis. Slept over at Charles Territo's home that night where my temperature hit 101 (no school 2/23) and got W =>$DK; WTRQ-1340 f/c-TT, WMCT s/on 4:453, KEUR-dx heard ID strong, but couldn't hear any programming between them. Lastly, a station was heard on 1170 f/c-TT, ID every five minutes. Narrowed it down to either WDRB or WCOV, ID very poor. Any known? Tentative off to both. Might have also had KEFT on their DX as a station was testing behind WEP. Got one song as "The Third Man Theme Chen Chen." Got an old model of a zenith Trans-Oceanic for free from a friend and I plan to use it to monitor two frequencies and just to give the Grundig a rest during the time when I listen to the radio just for the sake of listening. Lots of varieties, cards: WATY WUWA WRCA WREK WREZ. Letters: WFWA WUPS KPBB NEAN VDGR KBCS WMTL WGBY WGBX WGOV WKXQ WACHE WMBR WRED WRED WZEP WPCR WXYI KNOC CNTR WJPT GB90 MNWR WJPS WBFQ, WCNS XKOL KTOP KZRB KNNY CHRS WCRS WCEL WTAC W1CA. KOIA 1520 can be heard 5-6:30 equal to WBN-73
I would like some suggestions as to ID of the common frequency Cubans of the same network such as on 370 880 800 840 880 950 kc/s. I have an u/nD SS on 805 kc/s which was logged 12/18 at around 6-7 a.m. Later we were logged on W7 575 985 380 850 990 1015 1024 1120 that AM, many of which are u/nD. u/nD LA s/off at 53:04 on 130 the AM of 12/25; the station caused a weak low heterodyne. Weak signal also on 1185 at 9: 10 on 12/25. Something also on 1443± at about 13:00 on 12/25. Many other SS and heterodynes heard on 12/25. On New Year's Day there were u/nIDs on 1437 (an XE at 3:00), 1027± at 3-4, an u/nID on 1195 again at 3:15-5:40, on 1030 a SS was heard at about 3:50, and on 750 a weak flutter. English station was heard at around 4:15 with frequent announcements. That about covers my u/nID foreign, some of my new ones include: CHOX-1490, XPAI-1320, TGA-1140 KXW-940 KWV-1320 KXW-970 WIIVI (questionable) 1040, WZI-720, XBE-1550, YMAX-850 XEAK-390 Pontego Day-1330 Union Radio-830 CHDH-830 YVKE-1100 tentative, YWV-1130 XTU-930 and my prize, JHIE-700 on 5150 on 2/20. Continuing my report of domestic DX: On 12/27-12/28 a.m., RJOC-1490, KYSN-1460, ZLON-1460 KSNV-1460 r/c and KCV-1410, 2100-2:50 VEAP-1360 with ET and GHS-1390 on W5. 1/27, 11-12:00 is on (at first) hard to ID KLOU-1500 followed by 12/28, 12-3 a.m. WTCR-1420 with new f/c at 12:00-12:10 close, WAIL-1460 KBE-1350 WAP-1320, VJOX-1460, and KHEW-1460. On 1/29 I snagged 3:15-5:45 WOY-1290 KJHI-1460 KLRT-1500 WORR or WACR-1490 and VOKX-1460, 4:57-5:02, WIDF-1460 WKAL-1450 WAG-1460 WJOX-1470 WTP-1380, WUVE-1460, at 5:15, 5:27-3:00, WIKI-1320, WHEX-1460, WDKG-1370, and 5:00 WION-1360, WBUJ-1450, 7:30, WINB-1460. Also KXIO-1460 at 3:00 on 1/31 and CCHR-1490 at 1:45 on 2/1 before I heard KHVE and KALL and CQI. Later on 2/1: 7:10-8:00 a.m., KUCE-650, WHEC-970 VHEC-990, WAVE-1210, WBCD-1280 WPTM-1720 WPIC-1570 WORB-1580 WTMU-1570 KISB-1280 and WSHL-1260. On 2/3: 12:30-2:40, KUBE-1150 KCON-1520, KURL-1360 and KQES-740; KXNQ-dx 920 at 3:30-4 and 5:19-5:00 WJLS-650 WINS-610 WINS-870 WCRP-560 WNNC-570 VTS-630 and WTMU-1220. On 2/5: 8:31 p.m. saw WSBE-1580, 2/5: 10-13:30, WAKY-1940, 4:25 WJEC-1230. 2:00-4:00, WAKY-1460, WHER-1390, WSAI-1390. 0/5: 12:30-5:05, WJLB-320, WADL-990 WWHO-960, WHTF-620 WTTU-1560 WSDK-1410 WQX-1440 and WATH-1490. 0/5: 1:00-3:30, WMY-970, 3:53 WNC-660 5:00-6:58, WRLK-1270 WCR-1150 WAG-990, WALT-1500 WEST-1300 WROR-1270. 0/7: 3:08-0:4, WAMG-1460 WCR-1440 and WWHO-1390. Best DX and 75 till next week.

Robert Chambers - Ta Nara Road - Ogunake, Tararani, New Zealand

This summer NA DX has been better than I've ever known. Although down in Dunedin they say it's the worst season on record! Sorry I've not sent in notes for a while. I've seen no mention of the last notes I sent so presume they went astray. Since last writing reports have gone off to: KUDI-1430, Peking-1020, CCTV-1060, Fukien-1470, KALI-1350, KJX-1150, WBDL-1150, KJX-950, KSNV-1320, JEPV-1350, KMUD-1390 (on DXC) KDAB-1220, second report, KSO-1350, KSNM-1420, Erivan-830, WEZ-1350. Varies back from: KHEW-1520 WAMI-1590 DJAK-1460 (for f/c of 29/10/58) KBBX-1380, UBCD-1490-dx Katowice-1079, and Pyongyang-320. The DX of WDBQ was extremely difficult to log. Indeed practically nothing but the call sign was heard. KTHC was dominant and to top it off a very loud test from another AM topped everything! NA CX were good on the night of the Special, the 28th of January. I hope CX are as good over your way. I have read in the papers about your W7 and am thankful for our mild WX here. Best DX to all of you.

Frank Waelcker - Box 175 - R.D. 5 - Erle, Pennsylvania

Since my last report I've received the following new stations: Feb. 10, WYTY-1570, Feb. 11, WHEC-1560, WAM-1590. Feb. 15- WKC-1560 s/off. Feb. 22, CKDM-730 RS. Feb. 23- WAP-1320 only WMC Special received that AM. No luck with several others on for the Club due to station interference. I haven't been able to receive most of the Specials as they have been on our locals' frequencies, WBUJ-1460 WEST-1400, etc. and they blanketed the Specials. My total now 2,094 received and 1,300 verified, my 1,300th being WDGL. 73s.

Fred Borene - 3229 West 69 Street - Seattle 7, Washington

Not much DXing being done here, but a few reports out and a few verities in. Reports have been sent to KDOT-1440, KEDE-1410, WHV-11.0, KBE-1070, KBJQ-930, KDV-1300, KEBV-1150, KJTR-1460, KATT-1340, WSE-750, and KNYD-1350. V-rios are in from WYDE-950 KNDT-1440 KXER-1350, WRVA-1140, CJRJ-1460, KNOU-1350, KXIO-1070, KDVO-1300, JMSF-750, and KAYI-1450. JOIB is my first Asian station verified, although I've heard several, CFUN-1410 in Vancouver, B.C. is finally off AN on Monday AM which really makes me happy. Also, brand new KFKA-1430 in Lakewood, Wash. is on RS now. 73.

BE SURE TO PUBLICIZE N.R.C. AS YOU EXPORT TO ANY STATION. TELL THEM YOU BELONG TO NAC!
KIXX - 1490 kc/s. - Provo, Utah. E. F. Van Wagener, G.A.
Here is a special DX Dedication to our Club from a much-needed station.
On the channel at the time are expected to be, other than the West Coast stations, KEVQ, WJET, WIGG and KSHJ, which means that the boys in the Central part of the country ought to have a pretty fair chance of hearing this program, which will probably have, amidst its music and announcements, several brief periods of tone, to help those having trouble to identify the station. We hope everyone will be able to log this much-wanted station, and be sure to send those reports to Mr. Van Wagener.

ANY ROBBINS

KXLL - 1450 kc/s. - Missoula, Mont. Allen B. Smith, G.E.
With the recent "liberation" of 1450 kilocycles, this program could get through to both coasts, with only WAKM on the channel at this hour. Mr. Smith, the Chief Engineer here, is a radio "ham" and has been one for ten years or so. He therefore is interested in DX reception, and will welcome your reports. The program will consist of musical recordings, with station breaks after each. Please note that you must log two consecutive musical titles, or any two numbers during the half-hour. The latest pop tunes will be used to help you toward this end.

MAY WEBBS

WHAR - 1340 kc/s. - Clarkesburg, W. Va. Paul Ellison, F.D.
All of these gentlemen are here, and they will all be on hand to present this big DX broadcast for us. We are sure they are interested in DX reports! While the frequency will probably have KJVB, CWSL, WWJ, and WERF on there, many of you should be able to hear this special program. They would like QSL cards from any NBC home, or SWL cards from anyone who uses them. We do not know just what the program content will be, but we can be safely sure of frequent station identifications, and an interesting show.

STAN BURGER

This station has received a correct report from Stockholm, Sweden! They of course have also gotten several reports from the Northwest, and now they hope to be heard in other areas. We are sorry the channel won't be clear completely, with all night programs on from CKSH, WJET, WIGG and KSHJ on the same channel. Frequent IDs will be given, and the announcer's name will be mentioned often with time checks also, and the temperature reading. They will also tell us much about that area of the Dominion. This is a very highly-sought one, boys, so good reception to all.

FRAN MITTLER

XTEL - 1490 kc/s. - Walla Walla, Wash. Ben Roth, G.A.
Mr. Roth wanted to put this program on for us as he hasn't done a DX show since 1933. We do not know if this program will go on as originally listed, 4:00-4:30 M.S.T. or 3:30-4:00 P.S.T. (12:30 a.m. P.S.T.) for an attempt is being made to change it so as not to conflict with the new time chosen for WCSS. He hasn't had any DX reports in a dog's age, and wants some, so let's all make a real try to pick up this station, formerly KWB. KTOM may be on, but no other all nighters except for the Cuban are expected on this frequency. We expect the show at 3:30 but try both times.

FRAN MITTLER

WCSS - 1490 kc/s. - Amsterdam, N.Y. Regan Taylor Jr., G.E.
After a bit of confusion, due to three different Courtesy Programs Committee man arranging conflicting programs on 1490 kilocycles, the difficulty seems to have been straightened out now, and WCSS will be on this date, March 12th, 4-5 a.m. EST. To remind you again, there will be frequent and regular short-tone signals along with music and frequent station breaks. We are truly sorry for the difficulty in getting the date settled upon, and we trust that Mr. Taylor doesn't think we have all gone mad. Let's show him we haven't by flooding him with many fine DX reports! FRAN MITTLER
Eric Bristol - 7a, De Leon 130 - Mexico D.F. (Hotel Geneve)

I should have written soon. I forgot about the holiday up North. I got a radio-wanted 930 or 919 for the old radio so after I awoke I was on way to Panama before I decided to stay here this year, go on next year, and would have carried it in after about four hours going to this office and taking out this copy. And after I signed five or six different checks and paid $5.00 our money, I got it. One night I heard these stations - "HDO WTA KILT USM WGS. Some are new to me, I am waiting for my list from home and will take a report. Will try Sunday and Monday for stations.

Train strike is over now, better RR service, I hope.

Lee L. Cooper - 393 East 23rd Street - Brooklyn 23, New York

Only two wires received this week: WJA 130 (three months out) and PJC 7-2-1920, out exactly six days! The highlight of the week was at the home of Ralph Sperri, where twelve DXers gathered on Sunday and had a wonderful chat, fell, and get-together.

Some thanks to Ralph and his wife, and his children, who acted as waiters for us and were very nice, indeed. A wonderful family of hosts! The only unfortunate thing about the day was that when Ralph turned his DX set on, smoke poured out of it, and so it has to go to the repair shop. The rag-chew continued in my car, among Eric Polk, Tony Lamotta, Jim O'Donnell and "Foxy" Forrister as we periodically got lost in Connecticut.

And now for the week's DX:

2/22 - On a planned trip from Tony, I logged WXX 1490, KNIX 1530, also WJA, who began these calls on 2/27. They a/o 5 A.M. weekdays. 3/1- Up for CIXR 590, but only WBAF 2120. I heard both, even with the loop.

Toll log on WAKY 790 who seem to be AM only on Sundays, the only morning WAKY is silent. Noted but not needed was a WBB 1420 f/s at 4:53 a.m., even with WBAF. 3/2- A day off from work (happy!) and an all-morning DX session. Noted but not heard were VE5G 1420 TT 1:05; VJHI 1490 f/o-CT 1:45-2:10, CIH 1490 f/o-CT 2:15-2:45; WBB 1420 f/o-CT 2:15-2:35, XPIC S at 1:55 WYK 910 s on 4:55, WYK 1420 s on 4:55; WXX 1490 s on 1420 4:09, WTR 900 s on 5 a.m.

These were noted (five) were VE5G 1420 f/o-CT 2:10-2:16; WBB 1420 f/o-CT 2:15-2:45; WXX 1490 s on 4:30-4:33 when taken out by a loud WC; VE9X 910 s on 4:57 (I must be the last DXer to hear these last two, hil). And, looking for the 1430 s on of WTV 310, I copied hymn music for a half hour and found it was WAKY instead, but also needed, so nothing lost, hi. No sign here of either foreign DX program, while WBAF was secound to WJHI on 1420. Then in the evening 5700-3150, I tried my third report to WBB 1490 which can once again be heard on Monday nights till their S/F with no locals using 1530 that night. I'm hearing images of WRAF all over special those days, so far on 690, 819, 910, 1270, 1420, 1450, 1490, 1570, 1580. Fun, eh! I suggest to the many new members to go after the "tougher" catchers first, and leave the big stations, am such for later - for a night or morning when nothing much else is coming through. Get the good ones, right at the beginning!
I wish to remind each contestant that the contest Deadline is April 15 1959. Any station verified for reception after that date will not be eligible for this contest. Final entries must be in my hands no later than June 1 1959. Final standings will be published in the June DX News. Maurice W Nittler - 2818 South Cherokee - Englewood, Colo. Contest Mgr.

As you know Maurice is contest manager. But Pcp cuts the stencil for him, so I would like to add a few comments. It seems that this season has seen a good number of our younger members in this contest and they are doing OK. Good luck to them all. These standings show that there is still plenty of DA for those who really listen. Listing the so many new calls makes my mouth water you can be sure. Being is still a swell hobby.